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EXTRACT 2
Homebound

Yara Hoogland

Lyra sat in the muddy mess of Turbo Island – a triangle of muck and excrement right by the

junction of Stokes Croft and Jamaica street. A patch of nothingness that had once been more

than this, that had carried the skeleton of a building and knew the footsteps of the life living

upon it – land that had meant something. Now it lay between the buildings like it wasn’t

supposed to be there. A mistake, just like her. She sat still, cross-legged, staring up at the sky

and wishing to be anywhere but there, to be anyone but her. If only her mother had pressed

that duvet down a bit harder.

A woman sat down a few feet away from her. Lyra had seen her roam around the city

before – nothing more than a bag of bones and hollow eyes, so far away from looking human

that it made you wonder if she’d ever really been alive. There was something about her that

made people look away, but Lyra couldn’t stop staring. Mandy had told Lyra once, years

before, that the woman had been a real looker in her younger years. Such a shame about those

drugs, isn’t it? Such a bloody shame. Back then, Lyra was always full of questions. Why,

she’d asked, what happened?

And Mandy had shrugged, like she’d always do, and said, like she’d always say, that

there are two types of junkies. The ones who die and get a proper burial, and the ones who

die but keep on breathing. She never answered Lyra’s questions.

The woman’s hands clung onto a water bottle like it was the only thing keeping her

alive. It made the few meals Lyra had eaten crawl up her oesophagus in a hurry. She’d seen

bottles like those before, filled to the brim in her mother’s hands, the contents spilled on the

floor when Lyra had dropped it – the taste of burning liquid when her mother’s claws held her

face down in it.
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The woman held it in front of the rounding shape of her stomach. A dull glaze

covered her eyes.

‘You’re pregnant,’ Lyra said, more to herself than the woman, who looked at her like

she hadn’t noticed the rotten smell Lyra constantly carried around.

‘Pregnant,’ the woman reiterated, nodding. Her voice was soft, almost angelic. She

spoke the word out with caution, but there was a promise in there. The silence that followed

felt more like a comma than a full stop, as if it was the start of a long story, but one she’d

never tell.

‘When are you due?’ Lyra asked.

The woman shrugged. A group of teens walked past, baby faces and joyful laughter –

well-fed bodies with beds to return to. Lyra pictured their parents as everything that her

mother hadn’t been. Parents who, if needed to, would wipe the tiredness out of their eyes and

become taxi drivers, picking up and dropping home, demanding apologies and promises to

never do that again from kids who’d definitely do that again.

Lyra’s eyes followed them down the road, hopping and skipping without a care in the

world. How exhilarating it must be to live in normality. She swallowed the sour taste of envy.

‘You have money?’ Lyra looked back at the woman. She’d undone the cap of the

bottle, mouth already opened, saliva dripping out of the toothless hole – drooling like a dog

would for a treat.

Lyra glanced at her belly. ‘No,’ she said.

The woman took a swig and Lyra looked down into a puddle of stinking liquid beside

her. The blurred shape of a face staring back at her didn’t feel like her own. She thought

about the unborn baby in the woman’s womb, imagined its little fists balled, ready to escape

the tragedy it was forced to live in. She thought about her own mother.
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‘Is it alive?’ There was a hint of hope in Lyra’s voice. A thought had formed in her

mind, slowly shaping itself into a silent prayer.

The woman faced Lyra again, but their eyes didn’t meet. Sweat glimmered on her

forehead, lingered on her upper lip, formed dark patches on rags that might’ve once been

clothes. Crow’s feet etched the corners of her eyes and stretched out far enough to meet her

cheeks, where had once, perhaps, been dimples. Long ago, Lyra thought, the woman had been

young too. Perhaps she’d known the savoury taste of happiness, the richness of homemade

meals, those wrinkly fingers after a long hot shower. Maybe she hadn’t been a mistake. The

woman wiped her forehead clean.

‘I hope not,’ she said.

There were no words. Lyra knew as she watched the woman down her drink that it

was best to remain silent. She imagined the liquid going down like poison, quietly hoping

that the woman was right. In her head she prayed to a God who’d never been kind to her,

begging him for one favour. To prevent another unfortunate soul from having to live a life

like hers. From having a mother like hers – like the woman in front of her. From existing

every day hoping to die.

But the silence didn’t last long, for Bristol wasn’t meant to be quiet. There was,

within seconds, a multitude of clashing sounds. Lyra closed her eyes and listened to the

irregular breathing of the woman, the rumbling of passing traffic, and the imminent

symphony of laughter and incomprehensible words shouted by mouths that struggled to speak

– coming from people who struggled to live. Lyra opened her eyes and thought, as her vision

blurred and sharpened, that if Bristol was made of music, it would sound like a single

shrieking dissonant chord.
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The woman stared into the night, certainly stuck in the void world behind those eyes,

undoubtedly forgetting about Lyra’s existence. Lyra followed her eyes up into the starless sky,

wondering what she’d be thinking about – if she thought anything at all.

And, briefly, Lyra thought about everything and everyone, all that had happened and

all that was coming. Her mother who, even after all this time, lived inside Lyra’s mind. Who

had once, perhaps, loved her like she should have. Mandy, who was supposed to be there with

her but wasn’t. Otto, who hadn’t crossed her mind in so long that his name felt as foreign as

any overseas city she’d dreamt about. Who she’d once referred to as brother, but who’d been

more of a father, although they didn’t share the same blood. Lyra’s mother had found Otto’s

father somewhere in a dodgy pub and had told Lyra, the morning after, that he was the real

deal. She’d promised her, as she dressed Lyra in her stained school uniform, that he was their

way out of that mess. A fresh start.

And so the fresh start happened, and then it passed again. And her mother forgot

about Lyra or at least pretended she did. But then there was Otto, who’d been in his late teens

and was already more mature than her mother had ever been. In the mornings he’d make her

breakfast and at night he’d read her stories about knights and soldiers, trolls and elves. For a

few years, Lyra had almost been happy. Her school uniform was never stained and if it was,

then not for long. He taught her about good and bad and evil and sin, but when she’d asked

him if her mother was good, he hadn’t known the answer. And then he disappeared.

Lyra had cried and begged her mother to tell her what had happened, where he’d

gone, why they had to leave again. Her mother had answered without words but left Lyra

with a bruising cheek.

Otto, who she thought had died until she’d recognised him a few days prior, leaning

against a police car. She hoped he hadn’t seen her too.
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Then, there was Cece, who she didn’t want to think about, but who was there

nevertheless. And Roger, who she’d come to find in the triangle of dirt.

Lyra’s eyes darted from left to right and up and down the nearing crowd of lost souls,

who’d migrated from all over the city to experience a night like those baby-faced teens she’d

seen earlier. There was, however, no joy in their eyes, nor many teeth in their mouths. Yet,

much like the pregnant woman, their skin knew wrinkles and their hair had once known

shampoo. Lyra imagined their lives, pictured them as babies, kids, teens, and wondered if

they still had any hopes or dreams. Her eyes met those of people she knew, although barely,

and those of strangers, young and old. She thought about so many things that she couldn’t

think at all, and when she couldn’t find the eyes she’d been looking for, her mind went blank.

*

The news spread in whispers. Hushed tones spoken through hands placed on either side of an

ear to keep the words from escaping – followed by the silence of people who’ve heard it all

before but nothing quite like this. It travelled through houses that weren’t homes into ones

harbouring life, through shelters, public toilets, in and out of the mouths of those who added

and deducted details, morphing truth into fiction.

It started in the early morning gloom, when the darkness couldn’t conceal the thick

mist tapping on the windows, hindering those with sight to see all the night had brought.

Mere minutes after the police officers had started their early shifts, armed with coffees and

complaints about everything and nothing.

‘Would you look at that, eh?’ DCI Otto Bailey put his mug down on his desk a tad too

hard, his coffee sloshing around dangerously. Too many years of having to deal with the

city’s vermin had turned him sour. His wife, his beloved Ketut, never ceased to point out his
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bad moods. If I’d met you like this, she’d sneer, I’d have never married you. Then again, she

didn’t have clean up after those bloody bastards from the night shift. But, he thought, could

he blame them?

The night shift had always been a hellhole. Besides, nowadays they mainly put young

coppers on those shifts, and that inexperience and budding ambition brought as much trouble

as it did good. Bailey had been much the same at that age, driven by the need for justice,

convinced that he could be the hero Bristol needed.

He smiled at the thought, browsing through the rushed paperwork someone had left

on his desk. I’ll let them enjoy it, he decided. Eventually, they’ll realise they’re nothing

special. That they aren’t clever enough to be the next James Bond or John Rebus, or any

other fictional character for that matter. They had, much like everyone else, the privilege of

being human. And, he thought, that mortality brought fear.

He sipped his coffee and nodded his hellos at some tardy colleagues, the remnants of

a quick breakfast visible when they smiled their apologies – that bloody mist, right?

Yes, he thought. Soon enough, those youngsters will realise that it’s nothing more

than a job and they’re as replaceable as the mug in his hands. Being a copper wasn’t all

action and thrilling stories. It was paperwork and washing dishes, being wrong as much as

being right. Ah, and it was that. The ringing of phones and when he answered, a voice

commanding him to action.
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